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        Custom Designed & Built Homes

      Live in Luxury with a custom designed and built home tailored to your lifestyle. Your dream home begins here.

                  	Want to know more? 

            	Book a design chat 

        
        
      

      

      

                   
        Extension and Renovation Specialists

      We design and build luxury renovations and extensions to create a home you will love. Reimagine the way you live.

                  	Want to know more? 

            	Book a design chat 

        
        
      

      

      

                   
        Original & Functional Home Designs

      Architecturally designed to meet your lifestyle and budget, our team creates original and functional home building plans.

                  	Want to know more? 

            	Book a design chat 

        
        
      

      

      

                 
    

  

 


 Luxury Home Designers & Builders

	
		
			At Sherbrooke Design and Construction, we have been designing and building luxury custom homes since 1990 and we understand that as one of the most significant investments you will ever make, a new home, renovation or extension is too important to be chosen from a catalogue. It should be custom designed to suit your family and lifestyle and as such, each of our designs are unique and tailored to suit your needs and desires. 

With 30 years of industry leading excellence, our complete home design and construction service ensures that whether you’re building a new home or renovating your current living space, we’re with you every step of the way.

From project commencement to completion, Sherbrooke Design and Construction will look after you with expert advice, so you can live the lifestyle you have always wanted. 

Each distinctive Sherbrooke design includes recommendations on the latest building materials and design innovations. With a passion for crafted luxury homes and extensions, we’re committed to delivering excellence.


		

	

Learn More
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Home is where our

story begins…

	
		
			BEGIN YOUR STORY WITH US


		

	




Expert Home Extensions Melbourne

	
		
			A new home is one of the biggest investments you’ll ever make, and we think it’s too important to be chosen from a catalogue. It should be designed to suit your family lifestyle. Sherbrooke Design and Construction can accommodate all of your home extensions Melbourne requirements in one place with a full package of services.

Why subject yourself to the hassle of running all over town when you can have every aspect of your project arranged by Sherbrooke without having to leave the building?
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Custom Homes

Design and build your dream

read
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Extensions

Bring life back into your home

read
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Design

As individual as you

read


		

	










Melbourne’s Premier Luxury Home Builders

	
		
			With a full suite of services, the highly experienced Sherbrooke team can accommodate all of your custom home renovation, extension and design needs. Over our thirty years of operation we have built a reputation as being one of Melbourne’s premier luxury custom home builders.

Whether you are looking to knockdown your old home and rebuild, or want to renovate and extend your current home, every aspect of your project will be professionally managed by Sherbrooke. From design feasibility and town planning, right through to construction, maintenance and our industry-leading dedicated Sherbrooke for Life aftercare program, we have you covered.
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			BETTER BUILT – GUARANTEED


		

	






	
		
			        
Paul and the team from Sherbrooke developed a concept renovation for us.  Although we could not proceed with the renovation, Paul was very patient with us and provided numerous iterations of the concept. Ultimately Sherbrooke's pricing was more competitive than other quotes we had received. I can't fault the service they provided and recommend you give them a go.  Very professional and great service.
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We have engaged Sherbrooke Design and Construction to undertake our home renovation incorporating an entire ground floor demolition and fit-out.  The journey to date with Sherbrooke providing budget estimates through to execution of the building contract and commencement on site has been managed efficiently and professionally by their team.  At each stage of the process, we have been kept well informed and we look forward to a successful project.
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We have recently engaged Sherbrooke to look after our home renovation. We could not of been more impressed with the professionalism and responsiveness that Paul and the team have shown us to date. We are looking forward to seeing the end product.
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My greatest fear in undertaking my renovation was everything. The enormity of the project; had I selected the right company to undertake the project; what challenges would I face with the builder and other staff; all the selections which had to be made was quite daunting; I had heard some nightmare stories about renovating and how pear shaped things could go which was scary to think about.  But overall, I tried not to really dwell on what could go wrong and trusted that I had made the right decision with Sherbrooke. I found Sherbrooke to be professional, friendly and efficient throughout the whole process. I valued how quickly a representative of Sherbrooke visited me for an initial consultation and how efficiently they prepared draft drawings and worked with me to ensure I was happy with them and that we were on the same page.  Sherbrooke were very happy to effectively address any questions or issues I raised prior to signing with them.  Then once the project began, my Project Manager, Kevin and CA, Cindy were terrific to deal with.  They made sure my interests were protected and they just looked after me which was a wonderful feeling.  Nothing was too difficult.  They always answered the phone or emails and made themselves available wherever possible.  In the end, I'm incredibly happy I made the decision to renovate with them.  They also have an amazing post renovation team who ensure you are looked after should you have a need for them.  All in all, I highly recommend Sherbrooke.
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We recently completed a renovation with Sherbrooke construction and this went so well!  Having been through quite a traumatic pool installation with another company, we were quite nervous.  However, from the onset, the communication was clear and the processes very efficient. This is likely (and hopefully) to be our first and only home renovation and the Sherbrooke team patiently explained every step to us. Our project managers, Carl and Nina, were excellent.  Not only were they lovely to deal with, but punctual and responsive.  They always presented options and explanations to help us make decisions along the way.  More importantly, we moved in on time! Since moving in, the after-service has been fantastic.  Not unexpectedly there were a few minor things here and there that needed fixing and Carl came straight back within a day to fix it up.  I would definitely recommend them!
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We signed Sherbrooke to undertake our renovation as we felt, out of all of the companies we approached, they were the most willing to listen to our brief and design a house that worked for us, whilst also making valuable design suggestions. We felt that they truly customised the build to our vision. They listened.Their processes from start to finish have been seamless and we would highly recommend them to anyone considering a renovation or new build.From Michael’s initial concept design meetings, to the explanation of the process and contracts by Graham and then the execution of the selections and build led by Cindy and Kevin, we could not have been happier.  Any questions we had through the build were truly listened to and acknowledged. Issues that arose were addressed easily and efficiently. Communication lines and systems were clear and straight forward. We felt that we understood the process and were kept informed at all times.Having resisted renovating for quite some time, predominantly due to horror stories of family and friends, we embarked upon our renovation with some trepidation. It seems amazing to be able to say that the process was easy, smooth and amicable. Their transparency and honesty regarding cost variations (both up AND down) was exemplary.  Sherbrooke also managed to achieve the difficult feat of a period renovation which looks as though it has always belonged. Oh yes – and the job was finished 2 months ahead of schedule.We have absolutely no hesitation in recommending Sherbrooke to anyone. Their performance has been outstanding.
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This was our second renovation with Sherbrooke and after consulting with them we decided to go for a renovation instead of a knock down and rebuild. We have three young children and needed to get into the house quickly. Sherbrooke quickly arranged for the plans, specifications and contract to be done and they started the project within only months of our initial phone call to them. Sherbrooke worked to our budget and delivered an amazing high quality renovation ahead of time. A big thank you to Nina, our Contracts Administrator, who was terrific in helping us with our selections and through the online client portal we were able to clearly see things happening and approve everything. Thanks to Graham and Rob for once again delivering a wonderful product.
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Well done Sherbrooke Constructions!My wife and I were going to knock-down and rebuild then decided to extend and renovate with Sherbrooke.  What a wise move, saving us a lot of expense.The design and construction process was so straightforward and the fact that we didn't require Town Planning saved heaps of time.Using Sherbrooke's online portal also made communicating with our Contract Administrator and Project Manager easy.  We did  our selections and could watch the progress of our project online.We highly recommend Sherbrooke Design and Construction.
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A great experience and result.We were looking for a company that would manage the renovation process making it as stress free as possible and deliver a great result. which is exactly what Sherbrooke Construction did for us.We initially had a few challenges communicating the aesthetic we wanted but after consultation with Rob one of the owners they nailed it exactly.Once in the construction phase Carl and Ashleigh managed the process. Both of them are highly experienced and guided us through each stage of the build. Carl is a wealth of knowledge and when presented with an unexpected challenge he would take the time to explain the situation and the solutions available to us.Sherbrooke has a highly systemised process, our renovation was actually completed to the exact week they had originally estimated. As a client you are given access to a web portal that keeps all communication, documents, costs, contracts, etc in a central hub so you are always in the loop.Once the renovation was completed and we moved back in we had a couple of small defects/fixes that were required. Sherbrooke followed up with a dedicated maintenance team and process to make sure any issues are taken care of.We are very happy with the result and our decision to use Sherbrooke Construction. Thank you to Rob, Graham, Ashleigh, and Carl.We highly recommend Sherbrooke Construction. They have a great process and team and deliver what they promise.
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An extremely positive experience. Construction  has taken about 12 months - as per the contract. Our project manager Carl has done excellent job, his attention to the details was above our expectation. Sherbrooke Constructions is firm of an excellent balance of individualised approach of a boutique firm and the rules, checks and procedures of the bigger construction corporation. The credit must be give to the owners Rob and Grahame for setting, implementing and maintaining the structure and company policies the way they are. We would not hesitate to use them again or recommend to the others.
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We know nothing about renovation. All we have is a dream - to live in our dream house. Thanks to the very professional team we found - Sherbrooke, from the initial consultation with Michael, architect Ken, to our project managers Kevin & Nina, and all the tradies, color expert involved, each part of our project was carried out perfectly and efficiently. Now we have completed our "Mission Impossible".Think hard what you want, communicate/learn from the experts/team, talk to your project manager - trust yourself, you will be astonished by the superb end result achieved with Sherbrooke!
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Good build quality, on time and only 2% over spend. Very good communicators and excellent systems more so than past single owner builders  we have gone through for past extensions. A slick efficient crew.
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From the outset to final handover Sherbrooke constructions were great to deal with, communicated effectively and were always available to help. We couldn’t be happier with our new renovation which the Sherbrooke team strove to achieve, understanding our end goals and providing helpful advice along the way. The level of finishes was exactly what we hoped for and made the whole process a very pleasant experience. I would highly recommend Sherbrooke Constructions for your next build or renovation
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We had a wonderful experience with Sherbrooke Construction. From the initial consultation, to the final hand over, everything went well and smoothly. We even got the house back almost 2 months earlier than the contract date! During the renovation and extension period, the site manger and contract administrator were both easy to reach and they were always there to help. They provided lots of helpful tips along the way. Sherbrooke used a very user-friendly app (for computer and phone) to keep track of the project as well as the selections that I have to choose. It made my life much easier! After we had the house back, Sherbrooke didn't just walk away, they kept in touch with me and made  sure the house was in good condition. They have the 3 month and 6 month review meeting for maintenance team to fix any problems associated with the job. I really enjoyed working with Sherbrooke Construction and very happy with the final result. I would definitely recommend the company to all my family and friends who needs their service. Thank you very much ,Sherbrooke!
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Stress-free & Fixed-price Luxury Homes

	
		
			As a Sherbrooke client, you can rely on our fixed-price contracts, guaranteed start and finish dates and an extended Sherbrooke For Life aftercare program. We guarantee that our budget will be within 5% of your fixed price building contract.

We provide expert advice to assist in removing the stress from the decision making and construction process. Each project is assigned a dedicated Project Manager and Contract Administrator, giving you the peace of mind that someone is keeping things on track at every stage. To ensure your complete satisfaction, we’ve developed a proven process that takes you from concept to completion with clarity and care.

It’s just part of the reason why we’re one of the leading prestige home builders
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                                Richmond Heritage Renovation and Extension
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                                Prahran Heritage Renovation and Extension
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                                Malvern East Knockdown and Rebuild
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                                Kew Double Story Restoration and Extension
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FAQs about Luxury Homes in Melbourne







How Do I Choose My Luxury Home?

The beautiful thing about designing and building a custom luxury home is that you build a home suited to your lifestyle, wants and needs. So while you’re thinking about building your home, ask yourself what you want out of the project. This part is much the same as choosing to purchase a home. 

What house would you want to buy? You would of course want a house that’s suited to the size of your family and that has ample space for anyone living there. If children are a consideration, what elements of a house would most benefit them? A playspace for entertaining them as well as a separate space from the parent’s area can be a great way to give children freedom while keeping the noise down in your entertaining areas. If you’re building a home, are you planning on buying new furniture to suit your home or bringing what you already have? This can help shape the layout of the home you wish to inhabit. Then there are your hobbies. What do you and your family love to do? Can these hobbies be incorporated into your living space? Think studios, cinemas, swimming pools and entertaining spaces. What are the features of your home that will have you counting down the moments until you get to enjoy them? Asking yourself questions in this manner will help you get creative and maybe think of elements that you might not have considered before.



What Should a Luxury Home Have?

A luxury home should be custom designed and built by experienced luxury home builders. Ideally, your luxury home should be located in a desirable neighbourhood and have all the high-end finishes and features that discerning buyers expect. Some of the must-haves in a luxury home include a gourmet kitchen, custom cabinetry, top-of-the-line appliances, a master retreat, hardwood floors, and plenty of storage space. In addition, a luxury home should have a spacious layout with plenty of room for entertaining. You can also look for homes that offer special amenities like a home theatre, wine cellar, or outdoor living space. With so many features to consider, it’s important to work with a team of experienced professionals who can help you create the perfect luxury home. 

With Sherbrooke Design and Construction, you can be assured that your dream is achievable and in good hands with the most creative luxury house builders in Melbourne.



How to choose the best luxury home builder in Melbourne?

To build your dream home, choose a custom luxury home builder that you can trust. With so many choices out there, it can be difficult to know where to start. A good idea is to look at their past projects to understand their sense of aesthetics and quality. 

	Do your research. Look for custom luxury home builders that have a good reputation and are known for their quality workmanship. Sherbrooke Design and Construction has been designing and building custom luxury homes for over 30 years.  
	Make sure they offer the services you need. Not all custom luxury home builders are created equal. Some may specialise in certain types of homes, while others may offer a more comprehensive range of services. 
	Get in touch. Once you’ve narrowed down your options, get in touch with us to discuss your luxury custom home. This will give you an idea of a ballpark range for your project along with the value we can offer.
	Have a consultation. Once you’ve chosen the custom luxury home builder that you’re interested in working with, schedule consultations with the team. This will give you an opportunity to ask questions, discuss your vision for your home, and get to know us better.
	Trust your gut. After meeting with various custom luxury home builders, you should have a good sense if we are the right fit for you. Trust your instincts and leave the rest to us.


Building your dream home is a beautiful process, and by taking the time to choose the right custom luxury home builder, you can ensure that it’s a success from start to finish. That is what we guarantee at Sherbrooke Design and Construction: thoughtfulness, consideration, and an exciting result.






Should I Buy or Build a Luxury Home?

There are a few key considerations to keep in mind when deciding whether to buy or build a custom luxury home. One of the main factors is cost. While building a custom home can be more expensive than purchasing an existing one, especially if you want high-end finishes and materials, you can be in control of what you spend more or less on. On the other hand, buying a house might require you to make some compromises or often result in unwanted surprises that are discovered after living there. Even though the construction process can be lengthy, Sherbrooke Design and Construction offers fixed time contracts so that you have a reasonable timeline laid out for the design of your luxury home. While it is more convenient and quick to buy a house instead of building one, the trade-off, however, is that you’ll be able to create a truly unique space that perfectly reflects your personal style. If you’re interested in exploring the world of custom luxury homes, reach out to have Sherbrooke as your luxury home designers in Melbourne.



How Big Should My Luxury Home Be?

It’s a common belief among homeowners that size matters above all else and that bigger is always better. Neither of these beliefs are entirely true. To begin with, a luxury home is defined by many other factors beyond simply the square metre coverage of the property. It’s not just a large home, it’s a well-designed and appointed home with high-quality materials and finishings. 

As far as size is concerned, your home only has to be as big as it needs to be to accommodate all of your living requirements, yet it also needs to accommodate future plans. Family size, as well as outdoor amenities like swimming pools, spas and saunas, are all going to be key factors in deciding the size of your custom home. Building a new house just to have to extend or renovate it in years to come would be frustrating and expensive. After considering all of that, it can be whatever size you like!



What is considered a high end finish in a home?

Luxury homes are truly a canvas to fill with artistic high end finishes. Our design team at Sherbrooke Design and Construction ensures that your custom luxury home is designed and built precisely according to your taste. There are many high end finishes that you may choose to add to your home, and many that our designers will propose during the planning process, but some of the most common high end finishes include utilising premium materials to produce neat, classy amenities. 

	Granite is one of the most popular materials used to design high end kitchen countertops that are durable, easy to clean, and instantly add luxe.
	Marble, even though tricky to work with, is an excellent choice for premium finishes for houses. Design your kitchen with marble or turn your staircase into a marble dream.
	You can not go wrong with glass. Textured or sleek, glass can be easily crafted to provide exactly the output you desire. From bathrooms to swimming pools and other amenities, glass adds a very delicate touch of luxury.
	Hardwood floors are an all-time favourite, especially for a modern appearance of luxury houses. 


Of course, these finishes cover the main building elements of a luxury house, but adding luxurious designs like a pool, a library, or a home theatre can add to the grandeur of your custom home.
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Your personal 24/7 Customer portal

- available to you anywhere in the world

	
		
			* Ease of communication

* Real time updates on your project

* On line dashboard and schedules

* Customer friendly and easy to use

Our Project Management portal provides you with access to all your project information via a computer, laptop, smartphone and other devices. Once we have completed your project, the portal can also be used for any post construction maintenance throughout your ‘Sherbrooke for Life Maintenance Program’.


		

	






Ready to discuss your ideas?

Speak with the Sherbrooke team




	
		
			If you’re thinking about extending, renovating or building a home, we can help. Contact us today for a simple, obligation free chat. Your dream home begins at Sherbrooke Design and Construction.


		

	




Contact Us





DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE  INSPIRATIONS EBOOK

	
		
			Whether you are an eclectic bohemian or a mid-century modernist, there’s a home design style to suit your budget.

Our lookbook series provides inspiration for new house builds, Home extensions and renovations Melbourne. 

It also acts as a visual guide demonstrating the capabilities of the Sherbrooke team.

Download your free copy here or to discuss your own ideas for your dream home.


		

	

Download Now
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							Since 1990, Sherbrooke has designed, renovated, extended and built many homes across Melbourne, taking major industry awards along the way for quality and design excellence. 
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	(03) 9594 8400	
	

	
	
	
	enquiries@sherbrookeconstructions.com	
	

	
	
	1/163-179 Forster Road, Mount Waverley, VIC 3149	
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